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SUMMARY

New quasi-imputation and expansion strategies for correlated binary responses are proposed by
borrowing ideas from random number generation. The core idea is to convert correlated binary out-
comes to multivariate normal outcomes in a sensible way so that re-conversion to the binary scale,
after performing multiple imputation, yields the original speci�ed marginal expectations and correla-
tions. This conversion process ensures that the correlations are transformed reasonably which in turn
allows us to take advantage of well-developed imputation techniques for Gaussian outcomes. We use
the phrase ‘quasi’ because the original observations are not guaranteed to be preserved. We argue that
if the inferential goals are well-de�ned, it is not necessary to strictly adhere to the established de�nition
of multiple imputation. Our expansion scheme employs a similar strategy where imputation is used
as an intermediate step. It leads to proportionally in�ated observed patterns, forcing the data set to a
complete rectangular format. The plausibility of the proposed methodology is examined by applying it
to a wide range of simulated data sets that re�ect alternative assumptions on complete data populations
and missing-data mechanisms. We also present an application using a data set from obesity research.
We conclude that the proposed method is a promising tool for handling incomplete longitudinal or
clustered binary outcomes under ignorable non-response mechanisms. Copyright ? 2006 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Missing data is a commonly occurring phenomenon in many longitudinal studies. Determining
a suitable analytical approach in the presence of incomplete observations is a major focus of
scienti�c inquiry due to the additional complexity that arises through missing data. Incom-
pleteness generally complicates the statistical analysis in terms of biased parameter estimates,
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reduced statistical power and degraded con�dence intervals, and thereby may lead to false
inferences [1].
Advances in computational statistics have produced �exible missing-data procedures with

a sound statistical basis. One of these procedures involves multiple imputation (MI) [2, 3],
a simulation technique that replaces each missing datum with a set of m¿1 plausible values.
The m versions of complete data are then analysed by standard complete-data methods and
the results are combined into a single inferential statement using arithmetic rules to yield
estimates, standard errors and p-values that formally incorporates missing data uncertainty to
the modelling process. The key ideas and advantages of multiple imputation were reviewed
by Rubin [4] and Schafer [5].
Imputation strategies for longitudinal or clustered continuous responses [5–13], and for cor-

related binary outcomes have been an active area of research [5, 14–16]. In this article, a new
MI strategy for correlated binary responses is proposed by borrowing ideas from random num-
ber generation. Speci�cally, generation of multivariate Gaussian outcomes given the speci�ed
marginal distribution and correlation structure of the binary data, taking advantage of distribu-
tional features of normality in the imputation process, is presented. A central methodological
focus of this article is MI under a multivariate normality assumption with re-conversion to
the binary scale while preserving key distributional properties.
We use the phrase ‘quasi-imputation’ because the original values of the observed binary

outcomes are not guaranteed to be preserved. In this regard, we argue that if the inferen-
tial goals are well-de�ned, it is not necessary to strictly adhere to the established de�ni-
tion of multiple imputation. Our expansion approach also relies on MI as an intermediate
stage in the algorithm, although the resulting complete data sets should not, strictly speak-
ing, be regarded as ‘multiply imputed.’ Our ‘proportional expansion’ scheme shares some-
what similar operational characteristics with the historical weighting techniques [1], in the
sense that it leads to proportionally in�ated observed patterns. The primary di�erence is that
weighting is originally intended for unit non-response and is generally considered ad hoc,
whereas we add a model-based component (MI) in order to accommodate item non-response,
as well.
For the purpose of this paper, the focus is limited to the analysis of a single binary variable

over time with drop-out (i.e. a monotonic pattern of missingness). Applications to multivariate
repeated measures are computationally more challenging, but the fundamental issues are the
same. Conclusions drawn in this paper do not depend on the pattern of missing data. The
proposed methodology can be applied to simulated and real data sets with intermittent missing
values without any modi�cation. The motivation for the drop-out setting is that monotone
patterns are easier to address compared to arbitrary missingness patterns, the computations
needed to handle them are less cumbersome, the mechanisms producing them are easier to
conceptualize and model, and the drop-out is often the predominant type of missingness in
longitudinal studies. Furthermore, although this paper is concerned with longitudinal data,
conclusions are not restricted to data of this sort. The ideas presented are equally applicable
to other forms of correlated binary data (e.g. clustered data).
The organization of this paper is as follows: In Section 2, we outline currently available

methods for imputing correlated binary outcomes and brie�y discuss their relative merits and
limitations. In Section 3, we describe two Gaussianization strategies for incomplete corre-
lated binary responses. The �rst strategy (quasi-imputation by elementwise Gaussianization)
is driven by the idea of converting each element of the binary response matrix to a Gaussian
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one before performing MI under a multivariate normality assumption. The second strategy
( proportional expansion by overall Gaussianization) is based on an alternative conversion
process which applies to the incomplete response matrix as a whole. MI is then performed
to properly account for uncertainty induced by the missing data. In Section 4, we present a
variety of simulation scenarios that re�ect alternative complete data populations and missing-
ness mechanisms in the spirit of sensitivity analyses. In Section 5, we apply the proposed
methodology to a real data set from obesity research. Section 6 includes concluding remarks
and discussion.

2. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE METHODS

One approach for imputing correlated binary data is the chained equation approach which
uses a version of the Gibbs sampler algorithm [17]. This method, which can be used to
generate multiply imputed data sets, employs computational routines for incomplete categorical
data in the form of logistic and polytomous regression, and discriminant analysis. Although
computationally attractive, the chained equation approach implemented in MICE [15] relies
upon the existence of the multivariate posterior distribution used for sampling [18] which may
create problems in practice. For instance, the algorithm may never converge when the sample
space in the Gibbs sampler is not connected.
Another approach is Schafer’s imputation method for incomplete categorical data, which is

based on a saturated multinomial model with a Dirichlet prior (for software implementation,
see Reference [16]). This approach has been shown to work well in some settings [5]. The
saturated multinomial is quite general in the sense that it allows for three-way and higher-order
associations among variables. However, some of these associations may be poorly estimated
in many applications, because the observed data may be sparse and may not be able to
support such complexity. Even when higher-order terms can be eliminated, imputation with
the log-linear modelling framework can be computationally very demanding due to the massive
proliferation of model parameters as the number of missing data patterns grow.
Finally, Lavori et al. [19] described an approach using a propensity score method. Typi-

cally, a propensity score is de�ned as the conditional probability of assignment to a particular
treatment given a vector of observed covariates and responses [20]. In the propensity score
method, for each variable with missing values, a score is generated for each observation to
estimate the probability that the observation is missing. The observations are then grouped
based on these propensity scores, and an approximate Bayesian bootstrap imputation [3] is
applied to each group [19]. This approach can be employed for imputing longitudinal or clus-
tered responses by utilizing the fully observed covariates or past responses that are associated
with whether the imputed variable values are missing. However, it does not use information
about the correlations among the variables. Thus, while it may be e�ective for inferences
about the distributions of imputed variables, such as univariate analysis, it is not generally
appropriate for analyses involving relationships among variables, such as regression analyses.
It can also produce badly biased estimates of regression coe�cients when data on predictor
variables are missing [21].
In what follows, we attempt to tackle the problem of drawing inferences for incomplete

correlated binary responses through parametric quasi-imputation and expansion approaches.
We describe the methodology in the next section.
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3. QUASI-IMPUTATION AND EXPANSION BY GAUSSIANIZATION

3.1. Background on binary variate generation

Emrich and Piedmonte [22] proposed a random number generation algorithm for binary data.
Let Y1; : : : ; Yj represent binary variables such that E[Yj]=pj and Corr(Yj; Yk)= �jk , where
pj ( j=1; : : : ; J ) and �jk ( j=1; : : : ; J −1; k=2; : : : ; J ) are given, and where J¿2. As Emrich
and Piedmonte [22] noted, �jk is bounded below by max(−√

(pjpk=qjqk);−
√
(qjqk=pjpk))

and above by min(
√
(pjqk=qjpk);

√
(qjpk=pjqk), where q=1 − p. Let �[x1; x2; �] be the

cumulative distribution function for a standard bivariate normal random variable with corre-
lation coe�cient �. Naturally, �[x1; x2; �]=

∫ x1
−∞

∫ x2
−∞ f(z1; z2; �) dz1 dz2, where f(z1; z2; �)=

[2�(1−�2)1=2]−1 × exp[−(z21−2�z1z2+z22)=(2(1−�2))]. We could generate multivariate normal
outcomes (Z’s) by solving

�[z(pj); z(pk); �jk]= �jk(pjqjpkqk)1=2 + pjpk (1)

for �jk ( j=1; : : : ; J − 1; k=2; : : : ; J ) where z(p) denotes the pth quantile of the standard
normal distribution. As long as �jk satis�es the range condition mentioned above, the solu-
tion is unique. Repeating this numerical integration process J (J − 1)=2 times, one can obtain
the overall correlation matrix (say �) for the J -variate standard normal distribution with
mean 0. However, it should be noted that positive-de�niteness of � cannot be guaranteed.
To create dichotomous outcomes (Yj) from the generated normal outcomes (Zj), we set
Yj=1 if Zj6z(pj) and 0 otherwise for j=1; : : : ; J . This produces a vector with the desired
properties: E[Yj]=P(Yj=1)=P(Zj6z(pj))=pj. Cov(Yj; Yk)=P(Yj=1; Yk =1) − pjpk =
P(Zj6z(pj); Zk6z(pk)) − pjpk =�[z(pj); z(pk); �jk] − pjpk = �jk(pjqjpkqk)1=2. Therefore,
Corr(Yj; Yk)=Cov(Yj; Yk)=(pjqjpkqk)1=2 = �jk by equation (1).

3.2. Proposed methodology

Emrich and Piedmonte’s [22] method is essentially based on the idea of borrowing informa-
tion from the higher order moments of the multivariate normal distribution to generate binary
variates. We use the �rst step of their algorithm, i.e. converting the correlated binary out-
comes to multivariate normal outcomes in a sensible way so that re-conversion to the binary
scale, after performing multiple imputation, yields the original speci�ed marginal expectations
and correlations. This conversion process ensures that the correlations are transformed reason-
ably which in turn allows us to take advantage of well-developed imputation techniques for
Gaussian outcomes [5, 16].
To set the notation, we assume that there are N subjects and the ith subject is to be

observed at J occasions, ti1; : : : ; tiJ . We denote the complete response vector for subject i as
Y ci =(Yi1; : : : ; YiJ )

T. Stacking the N Y ci vectors yields the overall N × J response matrix Y
whose columns correspond to the variables Yj (where j=1; : : : ; J ). To allow for missing data,
we introduce the indicator variables Ri=(Ri1; : : : ; RiJ )T, where Rij=1 if Yij is observed and
Rij=0 otherwise. Due to drop-out or intermittent missingness, the ith subject is observed at
ni occasions, with ni¡J . Let Y obsi denote the ni × 1 vector of observed responses on the ith
individual. That is, Y obsi =�iY ci , is the observed portion of Y

c
i , where �i is an ni × J matrix,

comprised of non-zero rows of diag(Ri1; : : : ; RiJ ). Finally, let Y=(Yobs;Ymis) where Yobs and
Ymis denote the observed and missing parts of the complete data matrix Y, respectively.
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3.2.1. Quasi-imputation by elementwise Gaussianization. The steps of the quasi-imputation
strategy are as follows:

1. Given an N × J matrix of incomplete binary responses, �nd the marginal expectations,
E[Yj]=pj and Pearson correlations Corr(Yj; Yk)= �jk based on the observed data, Yobs.
Form the N × J missingness indicator matrix R, consisting of the Rij elements.

2. Find normal correlations, �jk by solving the numerical integration in equation (1) for
each element in the J × J correlation matrix (i.e. J (J −1)=2 times). Obtain the Cholesky
square root (�chol) of the resulting correlation matrix �.

3. For each partly or completely observed binary response variable Yj, generate stan-
dard univariate normal variates, Zj’s, of length 2N . Store the non-zero elements of
Z1j=ZjI [Zj¿�−1(1 − pj)] and Z0j=ZjI [Zj¡�−1(1 − pj)], where I is the indicator
function. Draw random samples from Z1j and Z0j without replacement for Yj=1 and
Yj=0, respectively. Sizes of these random samples are determined by the lengths of
(Yj=1) and (Yj=0). Denote the new continuous response matrix as Z. When Yij’s are
missing (Rij=0), assign a 0 to Zij. Note that the original binary data matrix (Y) and
the newly formed continuous data matrix are of the same dimension (N × J ).

4. Right multiply Z by �chol to obtain the Gaussian data matrix Ynew whose elements are
Ynew
ij .

5. Assign missing values in Ynew using R to re�ect the original non-response structure.
6. Perform multiple imputation assuming multivariate normality (MVN). This can be done
by �rst running an EM-type algorithm [23], and then employing a data augmentation pro-
cedure [24], as implemented in some software packages (e.g. Splus). The EM algorithm
is useful for two reasons: it provides excellent starting values for the data augmentation
scheme, and it gives us an idea about the convergence behaviour. Data augmentation
using the Bayesian paradigm has been perceived as a natural tool to create multiply
imputed data sets. For further details, see References [5, 16].

7. Convert the numbers back to the binary scale by using the initial marginal expecta-
tions as cut-o� points according to a univariate normal cumulative distribution function.
In other words, Yij takes the value 1 if P(Ynew

ij 6z(pj)), and 0 otherwise.
8. Conduct any appropriate statistical analyses; �nd the point estimates and standard errors
for the parameters of interest, and combine them using Rubin’s [3] rules.

If there are incompletely or completely observed binary covariates, we can include them in
the Gaussanization process. The rationale for this is that it may reduce the fraction of missing
information for the parameters under consideration in the subsequent analyses. Similarly, if
there are fully observed continuous covariates, we can use them in the Gaussian imputation
model, re�ecting a belief that doing so may recover some of the missing information to the
extent that they are the correlates or causes of missingness and=or responses (see Reference
[25]). Furthermore, the reason that the length of Zj’s (2N ) is chosen to be larger than the
number of subjects (N ) in Step 3 above is to allow for a su�cient length of numbers in the
random selection process when forming the new data matrix. The rationale of setting Zij=0
when Rij=0 in Step 3 is to nullify the e�ect of missing value locations in the subsequent
right multiplication of Zij with �chol.

3.2.2. Proportional expansion by overall Gaussianization. The conversion process in our
proportional expansion strategy applies to the overall response matrix as a whole instead of
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converting each element separately as in Section 3.2.1. The essential di�erence is to replace
steps 3 and 4 in the above algorithm with the following step.

• Generate a N × J matrix of pseudo-random numbers from a J -variate normal distribution
with mean 0 and correlation matrix �.

All other steps are the same. This strategy is based on generating an overall response matrix
rather than implementing the conversion process for each component of the data matrix.

4. A SIMULATION STUDY

4.1. Design overview

The plausibility of the proposed approaches was tested using a wide range of simulated data
sets with di�erent underlying assumptions about the complete-data populations, non-response
mechanisms, and the parameters of analysis models. Speci�cally, we generated complete data
populations with sensible scenarios that may be encountered in clinical trials. Non-response
mechanisms were also selected to carry some degree of real-life congeniality.

4.1.1. Data generation. Independent binary samples were drawn for N =1000 subjects, half
of which belong to the drug and placebo groups. We assumed that measurements were taken
at baseline (t1) and two other time points (t2 and t3). We used four di�erent sets of marginal
expectations and three di�erent correlation structures among responses, resulting in 12 di�erent
complete-data populations. The marginal expectations E[Y] at all three time points are tabu-
lated in Table I. Assuming that Y =1 is the desirable outcome, the following interpretations
can be made: In (A), the drug group shows an improvement, while the placebo group does
not change over time. In (B), the drug group improves, while the placebo group detoriates.
In (C), both groups of patients improve, but the drug group improves at a faster rate. In (D),
the drug group does not change over time, whereas the placebo group deteriorates. Obviously,
these are average trends; individual trajectories may vary wildly.
For the association among the responses, we used three correlational structures: independent

(IND), exchangeable (EXC) and �rst-order auto-regressive (AR1). Under IND the correlation

Table I. Marginal expectations used in the simulations.

Scenario Treatment t1 t2 t3

A Drug 0.7 0.8 0.9
A Placebo 0.7 0.7 0.7

B Drug 0.7 0.8 0.9
B Placebo 0.7 0.6 0.5

C Drug 0.6 0.8 0.9
C Placebo 0.6 0.7 0.8

D Drug 0.8 0.8 0.8
D Placebo 0.8 0.7 0.6
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was set to zero, under EXC the correlation was set to 0.3, and under AR1 the correlation
parameter was set to 0.3 (i.e. Corr(Yj; Yk)=0:3 for |j − k|=1 and Corr(Yj; Yk)=0:09 for
|j − k|=2). We generated correlated binary data given the marginal expectations and corre-
lations using the method of Park et al. [26] for drug and placebo groups separately, and
then we combined the treatment-speci�c data sets. The reason we used the binary vari-
ate generation routine of Park et al. [26], rather than Emrich and Piedmonte’s method
[22], is that, in our subjective opinion, it performs better when pairwise correlations are
close to the lower and upper bounds imposed by the marginal expectations. One limita-
tion of Park et al.’s approach is that the correlations must be non-negative. However,
assuming non-negative correlations is not unreasonable for longitudinal or clus-
tered data.

4.1.2. Mechanisms of missingness. A commonly used taxonomy of drop-out focuses on the
nature of the underlying process that leads to missingness and whether the probability of
drop-out depends on the unobserved data. When the drop-out depends only on the observed
data (e.g. past responses or fully observed covariates), it is said to be ignorable. In many
longitudinal studies, however, particularly those involving human subjects, the drop-out could
certainly be related to the outcomes being measured. If the drop-out is suspected of being
related to current or future responses, the drop-out mechanism is said to be non-ignorable [1].
In what follows, the mechanisms of drop-out were given names according to the established
terminology in the literature.
We assume that the treatment indicator (G, which is 1 for the drug group, 0 for the

placebo group) and the baseline measurement (Y1) are fully observed. We �rst imposed
missing values on Y2, and then imposed missing values on Y3 for the subjects who remained
in the study. A total of 250 subjects on average were assumed to drop out at each time
point after baseline. In other words, on average 500, 375 and 250 subjects were available for
Y1, Y2 and Y3, respectively for each of the treatment groups. It should be noted that a 50
per cent completion rate is typically worse than what is actually seen in longitudinal studies.
Also, the assumptions of monotone missingness and fully observed baseline measurement are
not necessary and can easily be relaxed. We imposed missing values using the following six
missingness mechanisms:

• Missing completely at random (MCAR): Non-response is not a function of any variables
in the system. P(Rij=0|Ri( j−1) = 1)=0:25, and 0:333 for j=2 and 3, respectively.

• Covariate-dependent drop-out (CDD): Non-response depends only on the completely
observed covariate G. Here, we speci�ed logit(P(Ri2 = 0|Ri1 = 1))=0:59869+0:07371×G
and logit(P(Ri3 = 0|Ri2 = 1))=0:54157−0:06775×G. This missingness scheme was used
to allow for di�erential non-response rates among drug and placebo groups at the second
and third time points.

• Weak version of missing at random (MAR-WEAK): Non-response at a given time point
is a function of the response at the previous occasion. Here, we set logit(P(Ri2=0|Ri1=
1))= logit(0:25)= �1−0:2×Yi1 where �1 is −0:95861 for A and B, −0:97861 for C, and
−0:93861 for D. Similarly, logit(P(Ri3 = 0|Ri2 = 1))= logit(1=3)= �2−0:2×Yi2 where �2
is −0:54315 for A, C and D, and −0:55315 for B.

• Strong version of missing at random (MAR-STRONG): Here, we made the depen-
dence of responses to missingness stronger. Speci�cally, we set logit(P(Ri2 = 0|Ri1 = 1))=
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logit(0:25)= �1 − 0:5×Yi1 where �1 is −0:74861 for A and B, −0:79861 for C, and
−0:84861 for D. Also, logit(P(Ri3 = 0|Ri2 = 1))= logit(1=3)= �2 − 0:5×Yi2 where �2 is
−0:31815 for A, C and D, and −0:34815 for B.

• Weak version of missing not at random (MNAR-WEAK): Non-response at a given time
point is a function of the response at that occasion. logit(P(Ri2 = 0|Ri1 = 1))= logit(0:25)
= �1 − 0:2×Yi2 where �1 is −0:94861 for A, C and D, and −0:95861 for B. Simi-
larly, logit(P(Ri3 = 0|Ri2 = 1))= logit(1=3)= �2 − 0:2×Yi3 where �2 is −0:53315 for A,
−0:55315 for B and D, and −0:52315 for C.

• Strong version of missing not at random (MNAR-STRONG): The dependence of re-
sponses to missingness is stronger. logit(P(Ri2 = 0|Ri1 = 1))= logit(0:25)= �1 − 0:5×Yi2
where �1 is −0:72361 for A, C and D, and −0:72361 for B. Also, logit(P(Ri3=0|Ri2=1))=
logit(1=3)= �2 − 0:5×Yi3 where �2 is −0:29315 for A, −0:34315 for B and D, and
−0:26315 for C.

4.1.3. Parameters of interest. Although many mean, variance, correlation and regression
parameters are considered for inferential purposes, we choose to report the regression
parameter estimates for the drug e�ect over time (i.e. how responses behave with respect
to time and treatment group), due to space limitations and because this is often the pa-
rameter of most interest in a two-group longitudinal study. For analysis purposes, the �rst
step is to re-con�gure the data from the multivariate setup of the imputation procedure to
a layout in which longitudinal data are simply stacked vectors. We stacked the observed
and �lled in responses and created stacked versions of the intercept, time, treatment in-
dicator and time by treatment indicator. Consequently, we employed a logistic regression
equation logit(P(Ys = 1))=�0 + �1 ×Ts + �2 ×Gs + �3 ×Gs ×Ts, where T denotes the ob-
servation time, G denotes the treatment indicator, and subscript s stands for ‘stacked’. In
other words, the log-odds of success is modelled as a function of covariates. The e�ect of
treatment on responses over time (�3) is chosen as the parameter of interest. Given that
approximately 25 and 50 per cent of responses are missing at the second and third time
points, respectively, the fraction of missing information for this particular parameter is ade-
quately substantial to allow us to make genuine comparisons under competing assumptions
on complete-data populations and non-response mechanisms. The true values are reported in
Table II. These values have intuitive interpretations considering the behaviour of responses
over time for both treatment groups under each scenario. As one would expect, the magni-
tude of the interaction e�ect is the highest in Scenario B, and it is lower in Scenarios A,
C and D.

Table II. True regression parameter values.

Scenario �3

A 0.65352
B 1.09879
C 0.42436
D 0.46233
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4.2. Evaluation criteria

The procedure that consists of—complete data generation, imposing missing values, elemen-
twise or overall Gaussianization, applying the EM algorithm to obtain sensible starting val-
ues, running data augmentation to create 10 multiply imputed data sets, re-converting the
continuous values to the original binary scale using the initial binary marginal expectations as
cut-o� points, conducting the appropriate statistical analysis (logistic regression in this case),
and combining the parameter estimates by Rubin’s [3] rules—was repeated 1000 times for
each of the 4× 3× 6=72 (four sets of marginal expectations, three sets of correlation struc-
tures and six non-response mechanisms) scenarios. We used the treatment indicator G in the
overall Gaussianization process as if it was one of the response variables in an e�ort to recover
some of the missing information through its potential associations with incompletely observed
variables and missingness itself. Performance is evaluated using the following quantities that
are frequently regarded as benchmark accuracy and precision measures:

Standardized bias: The relative magnitude of the raw bias to the overall uncertainty in
the system. If the parameter of interest is �, the standardized bias is 100× (E(�̂)− �=SE(�̂)),
where SE stands for standard error. If the standardized bias exceeds 40–50 per cent in a
positive or negative direction, then the bias begins to have a noticeable adverse impact on
e�ciency, coverage and error rates (see Reference [27]).
Coverage: The percentage of times that the true parameter value is covered in the con�dence

interval. If a procedure is working well, the actual coverage should be close to the nominal
rate (i.e. Type I error rates are properly controlled). However, it is important to evaluate
coverage with the other measures, because high variances can lead to higher coverage rates.
We regard the performance of the interval procedure to be poor if its coverage drops below
90 per cent [27].
Root-mean-squared error: An integrated measure of bias and variance. It is considered to

be arguably the best criterion for evaluating �̂ in terms of combined accuracy and precision.

RMSE(�̂) is de�ned as
√
E�[�̂− �)2].

Average width of con�dence interval: The distance between average lower and upper limits
across 1000 con�dence intervals. High coverage rate along with narrow, calibrated con�dence
intervals translate to greater accuracy and higher power.

4.3. Results

The results for the elementwise and overall Gaussianization approaches turned out to be
similar. For this reason, we only report �ndings for elementwise Gaussianization. In what fol-
lows, the following abbreviations are used. AE=Average estimate, SB=Standardized bias,
CP=Coverage percentage, RMSE=Root-mean-squared error, AW=Average width of
con�dence interval. As before, A, B, C and D represent the four di�erent marginal expec-
tation scenarios. IND, EXC and AR1 stand for independent, exchangeable and �rst-order
auto-regressive correlations among responses, respectively. We present the results in Tables
III and IV.
The tabulated results reveal that the proposed methodology seems to be e�ective in all

scenarios from an accuracy standpoint, yielding little or no discernible standardized bias.
None of the reported biases are serious enough to raise any concerns, although biases
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Table III. Average estimate (AE), standardized bias (SB), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), coverage
percentage (CP) and average width (AW) for the coe�cient of drug by time interaction under various
non-response mechanisms for the marginal expectations in Scenarios A and B. The true values are

0.65352 for A and 1.09879 for B.

Scenario Correlation Missingness mechanism AE SB RMSE CP AW

A IND MCAR 0.63424 −11:19 0.1729 93.8 0.502
A IND CDD 0.63384 −11:67 0.1693 94.1 0.503
A IND MAR.WEAK 0.64707 −4:21 0.1527 94.3 0.499
A IND MAR.STRONG 0.64719 −3:86 0.1632 94.5 0.505
A IND MNAR.WEAK 0.62257 −18:67 0.1682 94.1 0.508
A IND MNAR.STRONG 0.62556 −18:10 0.1566 87.2 0.508

A EXC MCAR 0.65153 −1:55 0.1277 95.2 0.487
A EXC CDD 0.65565 1.54 0.1389 95.5 0.486
A EXC MAR.WEAK 0.65465 0.87 0.1287 95.6 0.499
A EXC MAR.STRONG 0.64945 −3:12 0.1301 95.1 0.500
A EXC MNAR.WEAK 0.63669 −13:47 0.1257 95.0 0.491
A EXC MNAR.STRONG 0.63071 −16:84 0.1369 89.9 0.510

A AR1 MCAR 0.66050 4.56 0.1529 94.8 0.490
A AR1 CDD 0.64536 −5:84 0.1393 95.1 0.491
A AR1 MAR.WEAK 0.66035 4.59 0.1488 95.1 0.493
A AR1 MAR.STRONG 0.65261 −0:69 0.1295 94.9 0.501
A AR1 MNAR.WEAK 0.64921 −3:02 0.1420 94.6 0.492
A AR1 MNAR.STRONG 0.62539 −20:24 0.1414 88.6 0.517

B IND MCAR 1.08121 −11:72 0.1730 94.0 0.485
B IND CDD 1.10178 4.38 0.1608 93.9 0.485
B IND MAR.WEAK 1.09563 −0:91 0.1724 94.3 0.483
B IND MAR.STRONG 1.07304 −16:44 0.1668 94.0 0.482
B IND MNAR.WEAK 1.10927 8.67 0.1818 94.6 0.487
B IND MNAR.STRONG 1.11790 20.89 0.2250 88.1 0.499

B EXC MCAR 1.07531 −9:39 0.1593 95.5 0.462
B EXC CDD 1.08341 −6:12 0.1347 95.1 0.468
B EXC MAR.WEAK 1.08579 −5:25 0.1737 95.4 0.469
B EXC MAR.STRONG 1.07216 −10:73 0.2028 94.9 0.470
B EXC MNAR.WEAK 1.07855 −8:04 0.1823 95.2 0.474
B EXC MNAR.STRONG 1.05699 −27:53 0.2274 90.1 0.483

B AR1 MCAR 1.11226 8.95 0.1604 95.0 0.465
B AR1 CDD 1.11282 9.68 0.1433 94.4 0.471
B AR1 MAR.WEAK 1.11602 11.23 0.1589 94.9 0.473
B AR1 MAR.STRONG 1.08088 −11:98 0.1907 94.5 0.476
B AR1 MNAR.WEAK 1.11173 8.51 0.1880 94.6 0.477
B AR1 MNAR.STRONG 1.13758 25.80 0.2254 89.2 0.488

under MNAR.STRONG are comparatively larger. Simulated coverage rates are close to the
nominal rate of 95 percent for all ignorable scenarios (MCAR, CDD, MAR.WEAK, and
MAR.STRONG), indicating that the procedure is working well under ignorable non-response.
Similar coverage trends are observed for MNAR.WEAK suggesting that the method can
accommodate some forms of non-ignorable non-response. However, when the missingness
depends on the current responses relatively strongly (MNAR.STRONG), the technique
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Table IV. Average estimate (AE), standardized bias (SB), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), coverage
percentage (CP) and average width (AW) for the coe�cient of drug by time interaction under various
non-response mechanisms for the marginal expectations in Scenarios C and D. The true values are

0.42436 for C, and 0.46233 for D.

Scenario Correlation Missingness mechanism AE SB RMSE CP AW

C IND MCAR 0.43217 4.68 0.1663 94.0 0.514
C IND CDD 0.43688 6.84 0.1829 94.3 0.523
C IND MAR.WEAK 0.42652 1.17 0.1836 95.0 0.514
C IND MAR.STRONG 0.44143 10.21 0.1674 94.1 0.523
C IND MNAR.WEAK 0.42335 −0:49 0.2013 94.5 0.524
C IND MNAR.STRONG 0.42998 3.28 0.1709 85.8 0.546

C EXC MCAR 0.42912 3.28 0.1385 91.5 0.503
C EXC CDD 0.43062 4.26 0.1464 95.6 0.501
C EXC MAR.WEAK 0.42933 3.01 0.1646 95.5 0.509
C EXC MAR.STRONG 0.42823 2.42 0.1595 95.1 0.523
C EXC MNAR.WEAK 0.42726 1.47 0.1618 94.9 0.509
C EXC MNAR.STRONG 0.43571 6.98 0.1625 88.7 0.538

C AR1 MCAR 0.43375 −0:37 0.1634 95.2 0.504
C AR1 CDD 0.41558 −5:80 0.1511 95.0 0.509
C AR1 MAR.WEAK 0.43209 4.91 0.1574 94.5 0.513
C AR1 MAR.STRONG 0.45237 17.92 0.1583 94.9 0.526
C AR1 MNAR.WEAK 0.42612 1.09 0.1598 94.5 0.519
C AR1 MNAR.STRONG 0.43597 6.66 0.1740 87.0 0.544

D IND MCAR 0.46712 3.15 0.1520 94.9 0.490
D IND CDD 0.46316 0.57 0.1455 95.0 0.489
D IND MAR.WEAK 0.44208 −13:86 0.1473 93.9 0.486
D IND MAR.STRONG 0.44196 −13:92 0.1476 94.2 0.491
D IND MNAR.WEAK 0.44787 −9:39 0.151 94.6 0.485
D IND MNAR.STRONG 0.41703 −30:63 0.1595 88.1 0.501

D EXC MCAR 0.44691 −10:23 0.151 95.1 0.490
D EXC CDD 0.45128 −7:30 0.1515 95.4 0.490
D EXC MAR.WEAK 0.45769 −3:07 0.1508 95.3 0.491
D EXC MAR.STRONG 0.46678 2.89 0.1540 95.4 0.489
D EXC MNAR.WEAK 0.45809 −2:77 0.1527 95.6 0.489
D EXC MNAR.STRONG 0.42432 −25:99 0.1559 90.2 0.502

D AR1 MCAR 0.44603 −10:60 0.1543 94.9 0.488
D AR1 CDD 0.45253 −6:71 0.1461 94.9 0.485
D AR1 MAR.WEAK 0.45080 −7:72 0.1495 94.5 0.492
D AR1 MAR.STRONG 0.44311 −12:96 0.1494 95.0 0.489
D AR1 MNAR.WEAK 0.47142 5.95 0.1528 95.2 0.494
D AR1 MNAR.STRONG 0.42734 −23:15 0.1549 89.2 0.504

appears to fail, in that coverage percentages are about 90 per cent (i.e. type I error rates
are in�ated). Also, even with lower coverage rates, the average widths of con�dence intervals
are larger for MNAR.STRONG then those of the other missingness mechanisms, suggesting
that the procedure is not e�cient under some non-ignorable cases. Additionally, RMSEs tend
to be in�ated compared to the others, supporting the same �nding.
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In terms of the correlation structure, we observe that as the magnitude of correlations among
the responses increases, the associated inferences show a slight improvement. In general, the
AR1 correlation structure yielded marginally better results than the independent correlations
and slightly worse results than the exchangeable structure. The reason is presumably the re-
lationship between the strength of association among responses and the recovery of some of
the missing information through these associations. For further testing of this trend, we used
exchangeable correlations with stronger dependence among the responses (Corr(Yj; Yk)=0:6).
Although the accuracy measure (bias) was relatively unchanged compared to the lower cor-
relation case, we did observe some shrinkage in the average widths and a slight reduction
in RMSEs with no negative impact on coverage percentages. We did not detect any major
di�erences with respect to the magnitude of the true parameter values (0:65352, 1:09879,
0:42436 and 0:46233 for Scenarios A, B, C and D, respectively).
Of note, one might question the validity of the analysis method (ordinary logistic regression)

on the grounds that within-subject associations were not correctly modelled. For correlated
data, two universally accepted general methods are generalized linear models (GLM) [28] with
random e�ects and generalized estimating equations (GEE) [29, 30]. Because we generated
the complete data using a marginal structure, the conditional mixed models formulation was
not well-matched to our simulation setup. Alternatively, a semi-parametric marginal method
such as GEE would have been more appropriate. In this regard, the ordinary logistic regres-
sion is equivalent to GEE with a logit link and a working independence assumption. In our
simulated examples, the number of subjects is quite large (N =1000) and it is well-known
that �̂ is a consistent estimator of � even when within-subjects associations have not been
correctly speci�ed. In large samples, the point estimates of � are not expected to change with
di�erent choices of variance–covariance structure under GEE framework. It is true that the
standard errors that we obtained by logistic regression correspond to the model-based errors
in GEE, under the IND working correlation structure, rather than the sandwich-based errors
that are known to be comparatively larger. Using sandwich-based errors does not have any
real impact on the point estimates of � and yields larger standard errors and wider con�-
dence intervals for the parameter under consideration which, in turn, leads to higher coverage
percentages. Therefore, the results we have obtained would only improve using GEE with
sandwich-based standard errors. In addition, the results would have been relatively unchanged
by non-independence working correlation structures (unstructured, banded, exchangeable, etc.)
considering the fact that we are in a large-sample case.
We chose not to report our �ndings for all parameters we studied since it would have

added no or little material value to the manuscript (space restriction is another reason). The
correlation and regression parameters essentially behave in the same direction for all four
accuracy and precision measures we considered. The mean and variance (which is a direct
function of the means for binary data) parameters often exhibited similar trends in absolute
magnitude with occasionally di�erent bias directions compared to the regression parameters.

5. APPLICATION

Our example is from the Muscatine Coronary Risk Factor (MCRF) Study, a longitudinal study
of coronary risk factors in school children. In this study, �ve cohorts (ages 5–7, 7–9, 9–11,
11–13, and 13–15) of females and males were measured for height and weight in 1977, 1979
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and 1981. The midpoints of the age groups studied range between 6 and 18 years. Children
were classi�ed as obese or non-obese depending on their height–weight ratio. There are 2486
males and 2370 females in the study. About one-third of the children provided complete
records at all three occasions for both genders. The two main reasons for non-response are:
(a) no consent form signed by parents was received, and (b) the child was not in school
on the date of examination. Obese children may be more likely to intentionally avoid the
examination or parents of obese children may tend not to give consent. Both non-response
reasons might be due to a non-ignorable mechanism, or alternatively, there may not have been
a systematic reason for non-response. The data were published in Reference [31] and were
analysed by Ekholm and Skinner [32], Birmingham and Fitzmaurice [33], and Fitzmaurice
et al. [34].
One of the goals of the study was to assess trends in obesity rates over time and to eval-

uate whether or not these trends di�ered by gender. Previous analyses References [32, 33]
found that females are more likely to be obese; and females with missing data have a consis-
tently higher risk of obesity than females with complete data, whereas there was no apparent
di�erence between males with missing and complete data.
Here, we apply our quasi-imputation approach to this obesity data set. We �rst conducted

Gaussianization considering the three obesity outcomes and gender. The reason for including
gender is to recover some of the missing information in the parameters that are related to
obesity through the potential association between obesity and gender. After imputing the
missing values under the proposed method 10 times, we modelled the log-odds of being obese
in terms of gender and age. Ekholm and Skinner [32] found no statistically signi�cant cohort
e�ects; hence we ignored cohort e�ects in our data analysis. Initially, we included gender,
age, interaction of gender and age, and higher order terms related to age. After a series of
Wald tests to remove non-signi�cant terms, the model was reduced to logit[P(Yij)]=�0 +
�1genderi + �2ageij + �3age

2
ij, where i=1; 2; : : : ; 4856 denotes the subjects, j=1; 2; 3 denotes

the jth measurement, ageij is the midpoint of the age cohort at the jth occasion minus 12
years. In terms of the gender variable, females and males are coded as 1 and 0, respectively.
We analysed the available data and the imputed data under the GEE framework with the
above-mentioned logit link and an unstructured pairwise log-odds ratio pattern

log
[
P(Yj=1; Yk =1)P(Yj=0; Yk =0)
P(Yj=1; Yk =0)P(Yj=0; Yk =1)

]
= �jk

The estimated regression coe�cients and log-odds ratio parameters, their associated standard
errors and p-values are shown in Tables V and VI. Table V lists the results based solely on
analysis of the available data, whereas Table VI lists the results using the method described
in this article. Results in Table V are identical to the ones reported by Fitzmaurice et al.
[34, p. 309] except for the quantities related to the intercept term.
The results from both analyses indicate that females are signi�cantly more likely to be

obese than males, after controlling for age. Both linear and quadratic terms for age are also
signi�cant in both cases. Coe�cients of the age-related terms suggest that the risk of obesity
increases sharply initially, then levels o� before it decreases towards the high-end of the age
scale. Interestingly, the results seem to con�rm the �ndings of Ekholm and Skinner [32], and of
Birmingham and Fitzmaurice [33] in the sense that females with missing data seem to have a
higher risk of obesity than females with complete data which, in turn, makes the magnitude of
the gender e�ect larger for the imputed data sets than the one from the available-data analysis.
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Table V. Results of GEE analysis of the data from the MCRF study based
on available data.

Variable Estimate Std. Error Z-value P-value

Intercept −1:0833 0.0471 −22:99 ¡0:0001
gender 0.1449 0.0627 2.31 0.0208
age 0.0418 0.0091 4.60 ¡0:0001
age2 −0:0155 0.0023 −6:73 ¡0:0001
�12 3.1496 0.1280 24.61 ¡0:0001
�13 2.5931 0.1352 19.17 ¡0:0001
�23 2.9878 0.1236 24.18 ¡0:0001

Table VI. Results of GEE analysis of the data from the MCRF study based
on imputed data sets. Results from 10 imputed data sets were averaged.

Variable Estimate Std. Error Z-value P-value

Intercept −1:3148 0.0465 −28:29 ¡0:0001
gender 0.2281 0.0637 3.58 0.0003
age 0.0680 0.0067 10.18 ¡0:0001
age2 −0:0047 0.0014 −3:31 0.0009
�12 4.0756 0.1116 36.50 ¡0:0001
�13 3.4499 0.0987 34.94 ¡0:0001
�23 3.1709 0.0909 34.87 ¡0:0001

While the proposed technique is designed to address ignorable missingness and the unweighted
GEE method is known to handle only MCAR non-response, it is worthwhile to observe that
the quasi-imputation approach described in this article appears to capture the possibility that
females are more likely to be sensitive to their obesity status than males. Multiply imputed
data sets reveal a more pronounced gender e�ect on average than the original data set, leading
us to place more faith in the proposed technique given the previous published �ndings.

6. DISCUSSION

A major imputation principle is not to distort the marginal distributions and associations
between observed and imputed variables. In an attempt to follow this principle, we proposed
quasi-imputation and expansion strategies for correlated binary responses. The essential idea is
reasonably converting binary variates to Gaussian ones, then creating multiply imputed data
sets by well-known imputation procedures that assume multivariate normality, and �nally
re-converting Gaussian outcomes to the original binary scale by using the initial marginal
expectations as cut-o� points.
The results of our simulations are quite promising; they suggest that the proposed methods

are plausible ways to address the problem of handling missing values of longitudinal or clus-
tered binary responses. Our approach to sensitivity analysis is to simulate the performance
of a method by proposing a variety of populations and drop-out mechanisms that are capa-
ble of generating data that follow speci�ed distributional characteristics, then simulating the
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behaviour of various methods over repeated samples from each population; and identifying
the methods that seem to perform well for a variety of populations. In this regard, we found
that Gaussianization performs well in terms of commonly accepted accuracy and e�ciency
measures under �ve out of six non-response mechanisms we considered. Imputation assuming
multivariate normality with unstructured covariances is designed to handle ignorably missing
continuous data. Good performance of our methods under ignorable non-response is not too
unexpected. However, we were positively surprised to see it working under some forms of
non-ignorable non-response since there is no conceptually compelling reason to believe that
it might handle this complication.
There are a few limitations, however. First of all, the variance–covariance structure is

not usually independent of the means for categorical variables. As we explain in Section 3,
binary correlations have upper and lower limits that are imposed by their marginal means.
If the range condition is not satis�ed, the solution for the normal correlations is not unique
and the method is not safely applicable. For example, if the absolute magnitude of the binary
correlations is too large and the marginal means are somewhat di�erent, the results would be
unreliable. More speci�cally, suppose that the observed binary means are p1 = 0:80, p2 = 0:70,
and p3 = 0:90 leading the upper bounds to be �12 = 0:764, �13 = 0:667, and �23 = 0:509. If the
speci�ed correlations are greater than these limits, the method does not work properly. This
situation cannot occur with complete data given the nature of binary variables. However, it
might occur in the presence of incompleteness. Second, even when the range assumption is
not violated, the overall normal correlation matrix that is formed through pairwise correlations
(which are obtained by solving a series of numerical integration problems) is not guaranteed
to be positive de�nite. Although this is a theoretical fact, we did not experience this problem
in our simulated examples.
One may argue that results may not necessarily be satisfactory under countless other real-

life situations, and so the generalizability of the simulation results is doubtful. Although there
is no way to contradict this assertion, the central idea—preserving marginal distributions and
associations between observed and imputed binary variables by employing elementwise and
overall Gaussianization—should work under a wide range of scenarios perhaps with imple-
mentation di�erences.
The reason we use the phrase ‘quasi’ is that the original observed values are not guaranteed

to be maintained. When we right multiply the Gaussian data matrix by the Cholesky square-
root of the normal correlation matrix, the location of some observations may change. In other
words, a particular observation that is located to the left of the threshold in terms of the
univariate normal cumulative distribution function, may move to the right, and vice versa.
Therefore, even though our approach implements a full multiple imputation procedure as an
intermediate step, the �nal binary data sets may not strictly agree with the dictionary de�nition
of multiple imputation. We are not sure if we should call this a weakness or strength. After all,
what is the purpose of multiple imputation? To formally incorporate missing data uncertainty
aside from ordinary sampling variability to the modelling process. We feel that this is better
done by quasi-imputation through the additional �exibility of not having the same exact
observed values for every imputed data set; if the inferential goals are well-de�ned, it is not
necessary to adhere to the established de�nition. A natural question arises at this point: What
happens if the original observations are preserved by forcing them to be the same (i.e. not
allowing them to change from 0 to 1 and vice versa)? We explored this idea, but the results
turned out to be of worse quality both from bias and e�ciency standpoints. To account for
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the inherent correlated structure among responses, the Gaussianized response matrix needs to
be right-multipled by the Cholesky-root of the correlation matrix that was formed by solving
a series of numerical integration equations. This multiplication potentially results in changing
the locations that were classi�ed as ‘to the left’ or ‘to the right’ of the thresholds determined
by the marginal expectations. In essence, it a�ects the whole response matrix and forcing the
observed dichotomous outcomes to be the same in pre- and post-imputation stages distorts
the key distributional characteristics and causes an unbalance. Our set-up requires a �xed
threshold for each variable, so it is likely that a particular outcome moves from one side to
another after the Cholesky adjustment. Therefore, we prefer the ‘quasi’ imputation approach
described herein. Somewhat related to this issue, in the write-up of analysis, it is advisable
to report the mean and variance–covariance structure of the original incomplete data as well
as any statistical quantity that might be of interest to the data analyst based on completed
(rectangular) data sets that were obtained by this approach. We do not see any need for
placing restrictions as to what should and should not be reported.
Our expansion strategy is based on generating new data sets which can be regarded as

augmented versions of a data set that possess similar distributional properties of the original
data set. This is done by proportionally in�ating the observed data to a rectangular data set to
preserve the speci�ed means, variances and correlations. We did not report the results for this
approach, because the conclusions were very similar using overall and elementwise Gaussian-
ization. It should also be noted that although the word ‘Gaussianization’ is not a new term
coined by us, as it has appeared in some physical science literatures, we are not aware of its
previous use in the context of statistics. We think that this terminology adequately represents
the conversion idea presented in this article. We considered using the word ‘normalization,’
but chose not to use it because it could mean several other things in statistics.
The approach we take in this paper focuses on multiple imputation, whose key advantages

are well-documented [5]. When a direct maximum likelihood procedure is available for a
particular analysis, it may indeed be the convenient method. However, MI still o�ers some
unique advantages for data analysts. First, MI allows researchers to use more conventional
models and software; an imputed data set may be analysed by literally any method that would
be suitable if the data were complete. As computing environments and statistical models grow
increasingly sophisticated, the value of using familiar methods and software becomes impor-
tant. Second, there are still many classes of problems for which no direct maximum likelihood
procedure is available. Even when such a procedure exists, MI can be more attractive due to
fact that the separation of the imputation phase from the analysis phase lends greater �exibil-
ity to the entire process. Lastly, MI singles out missing data as a source of random variation
distinct from ordinary sampling variability.
It should be noted that the scope of our manuscript is limited to multiple imputation; this

work is not intended to provide a comprehensive account of analysis methods for incomplete
longitudinal binary data (see Reference [35] for a review). We acknowledge that simpler
methods are available for incomplete longitudinal binary data under the ignorability assump-
tion. However, these methods are outside the scope of this manuscript. This article exclusively
deals with the MI paradigm that o�ers the above-mentioned advantages.
Given that forcing incomplete data sets to a full rectangular format through multiple im-

putation has long been recognized as a practically useful approach in medical statistics, the
proposed methodology could be a good addition to the researchers’ methodological toolkit
when dealing with incomplete correlated binary responses. Although it is not applicable in
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every scenario, we believe that this easy-to-implement, conceptually simple approach is note-
worthy in the sense that it preserves the marginal distributions and associations between the
observed and imputed variables through a novel binary–Gaussian–binary conversion scheme.
The method is currently designed to operate under ignorable missingness mechanisms and
can be regarded as a building block for the extensions that may potentially accommodate
non-ignorable non-response.
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